Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 8-11-13
Green speeds are the topic of the moment – surprisingly! This week we have been relatively dry and not too hot with
the exception of Wednesday. It has meant that the golf courses have started to really dry out and for green speeds this
usually means good things. Dry and firm always means fast surfaces, and many golfers tend to appreciate this. The issue
that we run into is – how far can we let turf go before turf health is negatively impacted resulting in turf death and bare
patches with weed infestations. The balancing act has not just occurred this year or last, it’s an annual issue. Reducing
mowing heights helps speeds but so does double cutting at the traditional higher height – the issue is that, trying to be
consistent with a greens surface is nigh on impossible unless you have no trees, every green is virtually flat and facing
the same direction toward the sun and has proper grasses, drainage and wear is evenly dissipated across the greens
surface – this does not happen. I always think the best analogy to mowing height is this – if you continuously cut the top
of your little finger off for 20 years every day, how do you think it would look and more importantly how healthy would
it be. Greens are inherently unhealthy and vary dramatically from hole to hole, from undulations particularly in 100 year
old greens that were designed for balls to roll 8-9ft, to heavily shaded sites where grasses elongate and stay wet for
extended periods of time ruining cutting quality, to southern facing slopes that get hot by 11am in the morning and turn
into concrete by 2pm. The dry conditions this week allowed many of you consistency in your surfaces which had been a
battle all summer as far as I have seen.
As a turfgrass manager you need to know these differences and many of you are on top of this, it does mean however
you have the hotspot holes which frustrate you annually and tend to lead to head scratching and lost sleep. Keeping
things simple and creating a base to build on is always important, getting oxygen into the soil, sufficient nutrients,
properly and consistently timing cultural practices are all going to benefit turf health. The more you have these lined up
– the more you may be able to push it without plunging of the cliff.
Climate:
For the most part Sunshine Course has dried out and any rain we are getting is coming down with intensity and running
off the surface. Temperatures have crept up somewhat but in general night time lows have been in the low 60’s and
high 50’s (Figure 1). This has saved us from the development of major root problems and I have actually had someone
say that they saw fresh new white roots emerging in a location that was repaired from earlier damage – fantastic to see
and hear that. The more rooting that we can get back the better and if temperatures continue to moderate and stick
around mid to low seventies, then it will be a great finish to the year. The average daily high temperature for the month
is 84°F and so far we are at an average daily temperature of 82°F. Soil temperatures seem to have held or even climbed
a little back up into the mid-seventies but I believe weather forecast is favorable for the next week.
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Figure 1. Temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois, August 2013.
Precipitation has been intermittent and the large value we had on the chart was late last week so Sunshine Course like
many of you has dried out (Figure 2). A dry course is favored by some managers as they have the capability with modern
irrigation systems to really control the moisture and gain greater consistency in the putting surfaces.
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Figure 2. Precipitation at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois, August 2013
From the perspective of many states surrounding us we are in a very lucky position right now. The illustration from the
national drought monitor shows us that in fact that over 10% of the state is now undergoing abnormally dry conditions.
Compare this however to where we were one year ago. (Picture 1)

71.3% of the state was under extreme
drought this time last year……

Picture 1. National drought monitor evaluation of soil moisture conditions for Illinois. Do remember this is a broad scale
observation and has a much closer relevance to agriculture.
Light conditions will have been much more favorable to bentgrass growth (Figure 3). The temperatures we see in figure
one coinciding with this light exposure will really have pushed many greens into excellent condition and hopefully you
noticed an uptick in golf and compliments on the condition of the greens. Only one day did levels get extreme but for
the most part the daily values while higher than ideal are not extreme and so should have led to excellent growing
conditions. Also note that based on the seasonal variations we are seeing the ‘ideal’ value of light decrease as days
shorten.
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Figure 3. Irradiance values at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois, August 2013
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Humidity extremes (Figure 4) and averages (Figure 5) have remained high for the most part. This has allowed dollar spot
pressure to really intensify and many turfgrass managers are not getting extended periods of control. There have
however been some extremely dry periods during the days which led to water being rapidly sucked out of
photosynthesizing plants.
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Figure 4. Total daily hours above 90% humidity, July 2013, at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL
While the average has remained relatively high, on days like August 3rd – there was a period in the midafternoon where
the external humidity was as low as 36.8 with wind speeds of 2mph (Figure 5). Even though this was for a short period of
time – the amount of water lost is a huge issue and it is very difficult to stay on top of the water management leaving
undesirable colors and dry turf.
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Figure 5. Average daily humidity August 2013 at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL
Disease:
While I was in Ohio, I did notice that rust had started to really appear on the turf down there (Picture 2). The early signs
of rust are when you the orange color on your shoes. The disease is not usually a grass killer but can be bothersome,
particularly on older cultivars of ryegrass and bluegrass.
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Picture 2. Rust spotted at Ohio Turfgrass foundation field day this week.
Summer patch has shown its head most definitely this week (Picture 3).
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Picture 3. Summer patch at Sunshine Course, Lemont IL.
Fairy ring and reports of Type 1 fairy ring have popped up coinciding with the relatively dry weather we have been
having. Unfortunately without early season DMI applications which are not always successful either, immediate control
is not hugely successful. Constant wetting agent applications, aeration of the problem areas are required and even then
along with curative applications, turf loss may be inevitable. Take a look at nitrogen input as well to make sure you are
not starving your turf as you try to get recovery – kind of counterintuitive really…
Possible cases of yellow tuft also showed its head somewhat in the northwest which came in with the slightly funky
temperatures (Picture 4). The fungus Sclerophthora macrospora also known as downy mildew is usually associated with
heavily watered poorly draining areas. It may kill on shorter grown turf and have an impact on newly germinated areas.
Mowing dry grass, using certified seed, fixing low spots, promoting healthy turf growth and avoiding overwatering will
help the situation.
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Picture 4. Possible yellow tuft spotted on a northwest Chicago Golf course this week.
Insects:
No damage on golf courses was spotted this week. However at Sunshine Course the cicada killer wasp (Sphecius
speciosus) was active and was successful in open cast mining holes in the sandy rootzones in the greens after paralyzing
its prey (Picture 5). The female of this species has a rather large stinger which it uses to inject into the cicada (Imagine –
appear every 17 years and get killed with venom – rough life!!), and then dragging the paralyzed cicadas back to the nest
for larvae to feed on. Control if desired seems to be most effective if pyrethroids are applied around the hole or directly
into the burrow.
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Picture 5. A cicada that has seen better days – now paralyzed (L) and the offending open cast mine (R) that the cicada
killer has created for its larvae and the comatose cicada. The cicada killer can build up rapidly with 40% emergence of
adults the following year from this hole very possible.
Management strategy:
Managing people is something that many of us never thought about when we got into the industry. It is a crucial part of
your day to day life as a manager and some of us succeed at it and others may not be the flavor of the month with their
crew. In the cases where you have a Hispanic crew, think about getting a grasp of some basic Spanish, many mangers do
have it and it’s impressive. If you think that managing through fear is productive – it’s probably not. Fear does not help
the employee develop their knowledge on the course. Learning from mistake means they won’t make it again – firing
someone means you have to retrain. You also have to work as a team – no one has ever said I can do it all on my own
and succeeded – a team always produces the best result. Setting goals for each day helps, people feel a sense of
achievement when they know they have accomplished something – it keeps them active and engaged. The being always
right situation is tough, while you are educated and some or many of the staff are not, their 30 years on the course
means that they know what will happen before you do if you have walked in the door. If you keep your staff engaged –
they will be only too happy to get the job done – don’t forget to thank them either – it goes a long way for you when
someone says thanks – therefore – they will feel gratitude and pride when you thank them. It takes time to get it right!

Research:
This week at The Ohio State University field day there were some interesting trials going on. Research with the active
ingredient florasulam which is safe on all major turfgrasses has focused on timing the application with dimension. This
product will give >90% control for 84 days on dandelion and white clover, according to Dr. David Gardner. The
proprietary product Fiesta has also shown postemergence selectivity on broadleaves with burndown being almost 100%
after 24 hours (Picture 6). Three applications of 2.5 gallons / 1000 ft2 of an 8% solution every 21 days resulted in
excellent control of dandelion, white clover, and ground ivy for up to 98 days. Its cost may be an issue as it is more
expensive than standard product but it may be useful if you are in a location that has restrictions on pesticide use.
Quincept, SquareOne, Solitare and Q4 all proved successful in in various trials on crabgrass and broadleaf control.
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Picture 6. Fiesta herbicide which is a proprietary chelated iron 1 day after application, Columbus, Ohio.
Dr. Danneberger was talking soil moisture and the value of wetting agents. In the trial it was shown that all products
were successful regardless of their ‘classification’. Dr. Karl thought the products all worked the same if they had water
retaining qualities or it is a penetrant (Picture 7).
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Picture 7. Dr. Karl Danneberger discussing wetting agents and LDS at Ohio Turfgrass Field day. (Wetting agent plots
BEHIND SIGNS!)

Dominic Petrella talked about the pthalocyanine pigments and how they absorb and transmit light. He found
photochemical efficiency was variable from day to day (Picture 8). He did find that despite not being statistically
significant that there was a trend in the morning towards higher photochemical efficiencies, but that in high sun at
midday the pigments did not have huge amounts of value. The possible reason for this was that up to levels of 600-700
micromoles of light plants are not suffering photoinhibition and thus are easier to manipulate. Above that for extended
periods means that the value is limited – he is continuing with the project for the next year.
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Picture 8. Pigment studies at The Ohio State University.
The biosolid project in conjunction with Purdue University and The Ohio State University has been put out at all three
sites this week and we will work to put it through its paces over the next 6-9 months.
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Picture 9. Biosolid project being initiated on a golf course in Chicago.

FINALLY!!!
Last week’s picture was caused by golf carts driving on heat stressed turf caused by extreme heat and drought. The
damage can hang around for a while and is unsightly. It is similar to the damage we see when carts run across heavily
frosted turf – however, wrong time of year unless I was in Siberia…..
The league table is looking like this with the front runners holding onto their placing.
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This week’s problem was CAUSED by what? I’m not looking for the repair but what caused the issue. Answers to
enangle@cdga.org
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Thank you to Spectrum Technologies for their donation this week to help with light studies.
Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below dated 8-8-13

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update08_08_13.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch
www.cdgaturf.org

